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Cornubia mall landscape
Where we meet for good was the tag-line
of inspiration for Cornubia Mall. The various
elements of nature and the surrounding
landscape were to be incorporated into the
design so that they come together as one.
The design concept was to deliver a retail
centre which provided a unique offering to the
area. Cornubia offers a destination of retail
convenience, outdoor living and recreational
value which blends with the lifestyle of
Umhlanga and Kwa-Zulu Natal. While the trend
in regional shopping centres has long been to
offer large enclosed malls, Cornubia strikes a
perfect balance between a retail experience
comprised of national tenants and an outdoor
lifestyle experience. This is typified by shaded
walkways and pause areas, interlaced with
indigenous vegetation, an open public square
and an integrated cycle track.

CORNUBIA

WHERE WE MEET FOR GOOD
Cornubia City is a new R25 Billion mixed-use development which broke
ground in 2012 in KwaZulu-Natal. This enormous development is
strategically located within 1km from the Umhlanga/Mount Edgecombe
interchange and has now extended its offerings to house Cornubia Mall.
Cornubia Mall is located within the development and is a 65000 m2 regional
shopping centre that offers a mix of food, fashion, lifestyle and sports,
all integrated into an outdoor family-orientated shopping experience.
CottontreeLandscape Architects and Bentel Associates International, fill us in
on this unique and significant project for renowned client, Investec Property.

The design focuses on lifestyle with
interconnected public spaces where people
can interact, be entertained, and shop. The
2 oval shaped precincts, creating a ‘figure 8’
layout, differentiate this design from other
centres by allowing for the main vehicular
access at the heart of the development offering
maximum convenience while shops and
activity nodes enjoy total visibility across the
centre along planted walkways. Public spaces
are characterised by retail anchors as well as
lifestyle, fitness and entertainment activities.
The elevated walkways prioritise the pedestrian
while the location of precinct nodes ensures
the development is evenly anchored with even
footfalls throughout.

Client: Investec Property
Size: 65 000 m2
Phase two size: 20 000 m2
Location: Umhlanga/Mount Edgecombe
Timeline: Intensive landscape
implementation and soil
preparation started in June 2017
Mall opened end September
2017 (all sourcing and preparation
had to be done beforehand)

The primary function of a large shopping centre
is enhanced by a variation in the traditional
theme and layout, since it represents a new
way of approaching the retail centre model.
The perimeter layout of stores surrounding a
central parking area merges the retail with the
convenience centre. By allowing visitors to park
close to retailers, the layout stimulates easy
walking. This encourages visitors to explore
stores as well as features such as the public
square and a beautifully preserved 112-year-old
Natal Fig tree. Furthermore, the design has been
specifically devised to accommodate flexibility
of expansion and reconfiguration without
disruption to trading, visual impact of the centre
or surrounding ecology.
Environmentally Sustainable Design
Constructed on a greenfield site, it was
important to accommodate a regenerative

approach to surrounding ecology whilst
ensuring that future retrofit and expansion is
contained. The outdoor layout of the shopping
centre is also afforded opportunities, such as
the interlacing of greenery into public walkways
as well as the preservation of a 112-year-old fig
tree. The centre received an environmental merit
certification for its use of recycled rubber, in the
manufacture of roof coping tiles equating to 6250
cubic metres of rubber not reaching landfill.
Significant Landscape Statistics
•

This project entails just over a hectare
of intensive indigenous planting, with an
average soft landscaping implementation
cost of R380/m² prioritised in different plant
species themes over the 10 082m².

•

Nothing on the northern parking deck is
irrigated, so all of the plants in the autumn
and winter zones are extremely water-wise
and only hand-watered when necessary.

•

Over 187 large trees were planted in the
parking areas, this included Aloe trees,
Combretum krausii, Ekebergia capensis, Dais
continifolia and Calodendrum capense. The
only exotic specie, the 29 large Royal palms
were used along Tecoma Boulevard and the
axis towards the southern anchor.

•

Smaller ‘trees’ included Mackaya bella,
Portelucaria affra, and Polygala myrtifolia to
add height in the walkway areas.

•

Four types of climbers were introduced
on all the mesh columns to form a green
rhythm along the walkway. Species included
Senecio macroglossus, Rhoicissus tomentosa,
Jasminum multipartitum and Tinospora caffra.

•

The existing fig tree was protected and
nursed throughout the construction phase
and even had a temporary private irrigation
supply. Fig mound was organically planted
with waterwise ground covers, veld grasses
and clumps including Aristida junciformis
and Anthericum saundersii. Waterwise
ground covers included, Aptenia cordifolia,
Portelecuaria species and in between red
colour splashes of Bauhinia and Crocosmia.

Of the 57 indigenous plant species onsite the
only exotic species are the majestic Royal palms in
Tecoma boulevard echoing the vertical elements
from the sculptural roundabout design by Iyer
consulting, as well as the patterns on the building.
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Town square with the seating steps

PORTFOLIO

Royal palm trees in colourful planting

The Landscape Narrative
From the conceptual stages, Cottontree worked
very closely with Bentel Associates International
to create a hierarchy of landscapes wrapping
around the building. These layers were divided
into:
•

•

Very dense walkway planting, to form a
verge from the building to the parking and
bring the buildings to a human scale.
Island planting with large vertical elements
in the parking area with groundcover
planting within the kerb.

The large ring-road walkway which forms a figure
of eight was divided into quadrants and read
as ‘seasons’ to create four completely different
landscape themes. These ‘themes’ were planted
as various different seasons with an entirely
distinctive character and colour scheme, to
both accentuate and differentiate between the
different quadrants.
•

north-east: winter / green zone / theme;
Aloe planting and evergreen backdrop – (on
deck and with no irrigation)

•

north-west: autumn / yellow zone / theme;
All about leaf colour and warm colouring –
(on deck and with no irrigation)

Artistic grafitti wall at northern entrance

Main Contractor:
WBHO
Landscape Contractor:
Countryline Horticulture - 083 779 9919
Planting:
Shalwyn Nurserys - 083 229 3290
Mature Trees:
CJM Growers - 032 945 3472
Irrigation design:
Controlled irrigation KZN - 031 569 1984
Product
Netafim Drip Irrigation - 021 987 0477

Interior Pots and Bins & Exterior
Furniture
Allsorted - 011 708 7550
C: 083 448 4772
Soccer Pitches
SynSport (Astro Turf) - 082 899 6458

south-east: spring / blue zone / aimed to
form a cloud of flowering lilac colours.

Paving:
Sub-ContractorQ Pave

•

south-west: summer / red zone/ colourful
and tropical theme.

Tiling in Piazza
RVV - 011 618 1340

Birds eye-view of Cornubia mall with different planting zones
SOUTH: Spring/Blue zone/
very pink and ‘flowery’

BEFORE

Rainbird Pop-up irrigation -012 543 9953

•

Sourcing materials
All the plant species onsite are indigenous and
have been planted on the north is all extremely
water-wise, as there is no irrigation on the
northern portion.

NORTH: Winter/Green zone/theme
Aloe planting and evergreen backdrop

SUPPLIERS

SmartStone - 031 569 6625/6
Kalvis Precast Concrete Specialists
031 904 1683/4
Retaining Wall:
Corobrik - 031 560 3111
Timber Decking:
Sub-contractorEco-Sundecks - 031 702 3039
Hardwood Lumber - 031 701 1392
Images:
WBHO
Bentel Associates International
Christa Otto
Russell Cleaver

NORTH: Autumn/Yellow zone/theme
all about leave colours
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SOUTH: Summer/Red zone,
colourful and tropical theme
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Trees
•

All of the trees were sourced from
local tree farms in KZN by Countryline
Horticulture.

•

The large Aloe trees were hand-picked and
secured in January 2017

•

Palms had to be put in place with a crane,
so the timing of this had to be carefully
managed with the Main Contractor as
the south earthworks were still being
completed for the parking lot.

•

The palm embankment located at Tecoma
Boulevard had to be stabilized and a
retaining wall built up.

•

Onsite the wind was quite a challenge
during construction and during
establishment phase. The soil was also
compacted and so soil preparation had to
be done carefully.

PORTFOLIO

planted retaining wall

ABOUT COTTONTREE

The team, lead
by Christa Otto,
has national &
international
experience in the
design and build
industry. Their
motto is ‘playing outside’ and they pride
themselves on looking for sustainable
solutions in the design and long-term
benefit to the project. They also view every
project as a collaborative art work and
enjoy to work with great teams and other
design and building consultants to achieve
this. Their projects over the past five years
included schools, restaurants, parks & play
and even a small airport.

Challenges
•

•

•

•

The embankment around the fig tree
presented an aspect of 30-60’ and had
a natural rock face. Planting on here
was difficult as the northern part of the
embankment was very steep.

Contact:
Christa Otto
www.cottontree.co

Buffalo grass was used to knit a stabilizing
carpet and interplanted with Aristida and
Aloes.
The prevailing wind and storms: About a
month before opening there were severe
storms and one of the palm trees stood at
45’ the morning after the storm.

Aloes in flower looking East into Mall

17 000m2
Appointed 1st September 2017
Opening 28th September 2017
Duration – 6 months

Drainage: half of the site is built on
deck, with no irrigation and only surface
drainage.

Despite the challenges this has been an
incredible project to work on, the whole team
from Client to Architect, Contractor to Supplier
have worked well together to reach a wonderful
end product.

external landscape
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Twelve working
days before opening
this is what the site
looked like.

External Landscaping Brief
Cornubia retail was designed with low growing
water wise succulent species so that sight lines
along a major roadway would not be impaired
and the shopping centre would be clearly visible
to shoppers. The design was developed by Gill
Higgins of Uys & White to mirror the sugar cane
theme on the external Architecture. The external
road ways had to be completed at the same time
as the Cornubia Mall opened.
Three factors made this project incredibly
challenging to fulfil on time - firstly most of the
civil works had not been completed until days
before opening; secondly the late appointment of
the external landscaping literally 4 weeks before
opening meant that incredible lengths had to be
undertaken by a team of emerging contractors
that had never yet worked together before, let
alone with the main contractor Idube Landscapes.
I have never seen a team pull together and work
under such extremely difficult circumstances with
such joy in their hearts as they did on this project.
Thirdly the scope changed days before opening
to further include 3000m2 more of landscaping in
the final hour. This meant that Idube Landscapes
worked tirelessly with the help of the local
community through the night while local labourers
sung together in the pouring rain and planted 45
000 plants in one evening in the moonlight. Just
under a hectare of intensive planting was fully
landscaped in under one week due to areas not
being handed over to us in time because critical
services still needed to be installed. It turned into
a well-orchestrated dance to try and work around
the pure quantity of contractors on site and also
the amount of traffic coming into and out of the
mall along the roadways we were trying to work
on, which had the addition of all the internal
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contractors preparing interiors of the shops for
opening hour.
The entire team was dedicated to a quality end
result. The client was handed an outstanding
final product given the circumstances it was
produced under. Just think what it takes to
order, deliver, plant and irrigate 75 000 plants
and prepare the soil when given a compacted g5
base layer to work through first. We had weekly
and then daily site meetings that were short
and to the point as there was no time to waste
on administration; every command had to turn
into action without delay. Idube along with the
emerging contractors delivered, in miracle time,
a quality product that they can all be proud of.
There was outstanding performance by Acol,
a Co-operative community based company
who enthusiastically and timeously delivered
their section of works whilst having minimal
resources at hand. Autoflow provide a state
of the art irrigation scheme managed off a cell
phone application.
The External Roadway professional
project team:
•
Uys & White Landscape Architects
•
Electrical Engineer -Bosch Projects
•
SMEC – Civil Engineers
•
Iyer – Urban Designers
•
Tongaat Hulett Developments
Contractors
•
Idube – Landscape Contractor
•
Acol – Landscape sub-contractor
•
Bue - Landscape sub-contractor
•
Mkhambi - Landscape sub-contractor
•
Autoflow – Irrigation sub-contractor
•
Siwelela – Irrigation sub-contractor

Roundabout with feature structures in veldgrass

SUPPLIERS:
Exterior Suppliers:
Bera Gravel Fix - 083 449 3954
Gundle Plastics - 031 577 4771
Furniture
Igneous Concrete - 011 827 7425
Planting
Gwahumbe Nursery
Indigiflora Nursery
Thornhill Nursery
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